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ABSTRACT

This study examined the acoustic correlates of primary and secondary stress in Indian English. Together with the patterns of lexical stress placement, the parameters of syllable duration, pitch slope, intensity and spectral balance were examined in six noun-verb pairs. Two L1 backgrounds (Hindi and Malayalam) were examined. Results showed that lexical stress placement varied substantially across the speakers, but was in the majority of cases on the same syllable as in American or British English. Second, speakers relied on (in order of importance) differences in intensity, spectral balance, duration, and pitch slope to distinguish primary from secondary stress. The results also showed that Indian English differs from other varieties in the phonetic realisation of the primary-secondary stress distinction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lexical prominence (stress) is realised in English with a range of acoustic cues. Previous research on American (AmE) and British English (BrE) suggests duration, intensity, vowel quality and spectral balance to be the most salient features [2,12,13,23,27]. Some also consider $f_0$ to be an acoustic correlate of lexical stress, but others of primarily accentual or post-lexical prominence [27, 28]. In order to disentangle the different levels of lexical prominence, syllables with primary stress should not only be contrasted with unstressed syllables, but also with syllables with secondary stress [23].

Some postcolonial varieties, such as Singapore English, have been shown to differ from AmE and BrE in the placement and realisation of lexical stress [15], and a similar debate surrounds Indian English (IndE). Around 4% of the population of India (around 50 million) speak English fluently [5].

Lexical stress in Indian English (IndE) has received a lot of attention in the literature but mostly in relation to the placement of stress, which was found to be different from AmE and BrE as well as variable across IndE speakers. A handful of studies have looked at the acoustic characteristics of lexical stress in IndE [22, 29, 30]. Earlier research reported that lexical stress is cued by a distinct increase in syllable duration [29]. By contrast, [22] reported lower $f_0$ values in stressed syllables compared to unstressed syllables (both in accented words), but no differences in intensity. On this basis, the authors posited that IndE is similar to Japanese in that it uses $f_0$ but not amplitude as a cue to lexical prominence. According to this view, IndE would be a pitch accent or non-stress accent language [3], where stressed syllables are marked by low pitch.

[30] questioned these findings, suggesting they could have been due to the misinterpretation of the position of lexical prominence in IndE words, which was assumed to be the same as in AmE. In contrast, [30] reported that speakers of IndE and AmE used the same set of phonetic correlates to distinguish stressed and unstressed syllables, but the increase in intensity, duration and $f_0$ on stressed syllables was significantly smaller than in AmE (making the perceptual identification of stress in IndE more challenging for speakers of AmE and BrE). No differences were found on any of the acoustic parameters based on the speakers’ L1s.

Previous research has thus shed light on the acoustic differences between syllables with primary stress and unstressed syllables, but not on differences between primary and secondary stress. In order to address the gap in present research, we examine the contribution of $f_0$, intensity, syllable duration, and spectral balance to the difference between primary and secondary stress. This is particularly important as lexical stress appears to be variable in IndE, and it is unclear how consistent speakers are in its placement and acoustic realisation. This approach will help better understand the use of acoustic cues to signal stress in IndE.
2. METHODS

2.1. Speakers and stimuli

Eight speakers of Educated IndE (four L1 Hindi, four L1 Malayalam; five male, three female; all university students, 20-28 years old) participated in the study. They were recorded in 2012 in Hyderabad, India, in a quiet room with high-quality handheld audio recorders and head-mounted microphones. They had exclusively attended English-medium schools and universities, and had not resided outside of South Asia.

The stimuli consisted of six verb-noun pairs [23], where the verb (in BrE) has primary stress on the antepenultimate and secondary stress on the final syllable, and the noun has primary stress on the penultimate and secondary stress on the pre-antepenultimate syllable (e.g. ‘conjugate’). The keywords were embedded in a carrier phrase and presented to participants in written form with the keywords in capitals (‘She said WORD again’), and interspersed with fillers. Three repetitions of each stimulus were recorded, leaving us with 288 tokens in total.

2.2. Auditory analysis

All stimuli were annotated by both authors independently for word stress, identifying each syllable as ‘stressed’ or ‘unstressed’. The ratings were identical for 230/288 stimuli (Cohen’s $\kappa = 0.72$, $p<0.0001$), and agreement was reached for another 45 stimuli after discussion, bringing total agreement up to 275/288 (Cohen’s $\kappa = 0.95$, $p<0.0001$). The remaining stimuli, for which no agreement could be reached, were excluded from the analysis.

The analysis showed that all tokens can be divided into a left- and a right-prominent set. We refer to tokens with primary stress on the final or penultimate syllable (calculate, calculation) as right-prominent, and tokens stressed on the antepenultimate or pre-antepenultimate syllable (calculate, calculation) as left-prominent. We also refer to final and penultimate syllables as right syllables, and antepenultimate and pre-antepenultimate syllables as left syllables.

2.3. Acoustic measurements

Duration, pitch slope, intensity and spectral balance of the antepenultimate and final syllables of verbs (CONJuGATE), and the pre-antepenultimate and penultimate syllables of nouns (CONJuGATION) were analysed with a Praat script. We followed the approach used by [23] as closely as possible. $I_0$ was measured with Praat’s autocorrelation algorithm with parameters suitable for male (75-300 Hz) and female speakers (100-500 Hz), and minimum $I_0$ over the whole keyword and mean $I_0$ in the syllable were extracted and transformed to semitones (ST). Pitch slope (in ST/s) was then derived as $S = t_{\text{max}} - t_{\text{min}}$, where $t_{\text{min}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ are the minimum and maximum $I_0$ in the syllables, and $t_{\text{min}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ the times at which they are observed.

2.4. Statistical analysis

We used mixed effects regression models (R package lme4 [1]) to determine which contextual factors influence the acoustic correlates of stress in the data. The acoustic correlates were entered into separate regression models as dependent variables (following [23]). In addition, the following were used as independent variables: STRESS (syllable rated as having primary stress or not), PROMINENCE (whole token is left- or right-prominent), POS (part of speech: noun or verb), GENDER, L1 (Hindi or Malayalam). The first three were always entered into the analysis in order to determine (with post-hoc Tukey tests, $p$-level adjusted) whether syllables with primary and secondary stress in left- and right-prominent nouns and verbs differed in the size of the acoustic correlates of stress. The latter were only included when significant.

ITEM (i.e. the individual words) was used as a random factor. A second random factor, SPEAKER, could not be applied because this would have resulted in cells with sparse data and caused the regression algorithm not to converge. The data for each model was trimmed to remove outliers that unduly influenced the model (2.5 standard deviations above and below the residuals mean). This procedure never removed more than 5% of the data.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Auditory analysis

81% of the verbs (110 out of 135) were stressed on the antepenultimate syllable (e.g. ‘calculate), while 19% were stressed on the final syllable (e.g. calculate). Of the nouns, 69% (96 out of 140) were stressed on the penultimate syllable (e.g. calculation) and 31% on the pre-antepenultimate (e.g. ‘calculation).

In the production of the nouns, five of the eight speakers always stressed the penultimate syllable (e.g. calculation), while the remaining three used variable stress patterns (see Fig. 1). In the pro-
duction of the verbs, three speakers always stressed the antepenultimate (e.g. 'calculate'), one always the final syllable (e.g. calcu'late), with the remaining four speakers relying on variable stress patterns. However, only one speaker was consistent in the production of both stimulus sets, and always stressed nouns on the penultimate and verbs on the antepenultimate. Stress patterns were also variable when comparing the different stimuli. Only emulation was always stressed on the penultimate syllable. Overall, this suggests that most speakers of IndE are variable in lexical stress placement, but that primary stress can only be shifted to syllables with secondary stress.

**Figure 1:** Stress patterns for individual speakers

3.2. Acoustic analysis

3.2.1. Duration

As Fig. 2 shows, in left-prominent nouns, left (stressed) syllables were longer than right (unstressed) syllables ($p<0.001$), whereas in all other cases, right syllables were longer than left syllables ($p<0.001$). In addition, right (stressed) syllables of right-prominent verbs were longer than right (unstressed) syllables of left-prominent verbs and nouns ($p<0.001$). The right (stressed) syllables of right-prominent verbs were also longer than those of right-prominent nouns ($p<0.001$). This suggests that differences in duration provide cues for listeners to distinguish (1) right-prominent verbs and nouns from left-prominent verbs and nouns, respectively, but not (2) to distinguish left-prominent verbs from right-prominent nouns.

**3.2.2. Pitch slope**

PITCH SLOPE was steeper in the left (stressed) syllables of left-prominent words than in their right (unstressed) syllables, whereas in right-prominent words the right (stressed) syllable had a steeper pitch slope than the left (unstressed) syllable. However, this difference was only significant for right-prominent nouns. This suggests that differences in PITCH SLOPE provide auditory cues for listeners to distinguish (1) right-prominent nouns from left-prominent nouns and verbs, but that (2) right- and left-prominent verbs may not be distinguishable based on PITCH SLOPE alone.

3.2.3. Intensity

As Fig. 3 shows, intensity was higher in left (stressed) than in right (unstressed) syllables of left-prominent words (verbs $p<0.001$, nouns $p=0.055$). In right-prominent words, the right (stressed) syllable had slightly and insignificantly higher (verbs) or lower (nouns) intensity than the left (unstressed) syllable. This suggests that differences in INTENSITY provide auditory cues for listeners to distinguish left-prominent from right-prominent pronunciations, including left-prominent verbs from right-prominent nouns.

3.2.4. Spectral balance

In left-prominent words, the left (stressed) syllable had a significantly lower (more skewed) spectral balance than the right (unstressed) syllable (verbs $p=0.01$, nouns $p=0.001$, see Fig. 4). In
right-prominent nouns, right (stressed) and left (unstressed) syllable did not differ \( (p>0.999) \), whereas in right-prominent verbs the right (stressed) syllable had a lower (more skewed) spectral balance than the left (unstressed) syllable \( (p<0.001) \). This suggests that differences in SPECTRAL BALANCE provide auditory cues for listeners to distinguish left-prominent from right-prominent pronunciations, including left-prominent verbs from right-prominent nouns.

**Figure 3: Intensity**

![Boxplots showing intensity differences for left-prominent and right-prominent syllables in verbs and nouns.](image)

**Figure 4: Spectral balance**

![Boxplots showing spectral balance differences for left-prominent and right-prominent syllables in verbs and nouns.](image)

4. DISCUSSION

This study set out to determine the acoustic realisation of the contrast between primary and secondary stress in Educated IndE, taking into account variable stress patterns in verb-noun pairs of the type ‘conju,gate’ - ‘conju’gation. Results showed that most speakers are variable in where they place lexical stress (confirming [11, 29]), regardless of L1 (contrary to [11]). However, this variability is restricted in that (1) primary stress falls in the majority of cases on the same syllable as in BrE and AmE and (2) primary stress can only be shifted to syllables with (underlying) secondary stress.

While similar cases of stress shift are uncommon in BrE and AmE, the primary-secondary stress distinction has a relatively low functional load in these varieties (compared to, e.g., Spanish and Dutch). Listeners rely less on the acoustic correlates of primary vs. secondary stress in word recognition, but mainly on the difference between syllables with primary stress and unstressed syllables [4]. Like other postcolonial varieties of English, IndE was formed in a process of dialect levelling and contact with local languages [25], which might have further reduced the functional importance of the primary-secondary stress distinction.

Regarding the acoustic realisation of the difference between primary and secondary stress, the results suggest that speakers of IndE rely on differences in (in order of importance) intensity, spectral balance, duration, and pitch slope. In certain cases, our results are supported by previous analyses of IndE. [7–9] showed that prominence-lending increases in intensity and duration, and variability in f0 and duration, do not co-occur in IndE as often as in BrE and offset each other occasionally, contributing to a more syllable-timed rhythm in IndE (compared to BrE). Furthermore, [17] showed that, in IndE, more syllables receive pitch accents than in other varieties such as BrE. This might explain why pitch slope and duration are less reliable cues to the primary-secondary stress distinction in IndE than intensity and spectral balance. In addition, the role of f0 may be more relevant in cueing accentual/post-lexical prominence in IndE.

Educated IndE appears to differ from other varieties in the realisation of the primary-secondary stress distinction. Our results are similar to previous research on AmE (based on a similar methodology [23]) in that intensity is a primary cue to the primary-secondary stress distinction in both varieties. However, some cues, which play a less important (spectral balance) or no role (duration, pitch slope) in AmE were found to be more important in IndE, giving further proof that IndE has developed its own phonological features distinct from the long-standing varieties of English.
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